
Welcome to Steel Shed Solutions! We are a worldwide digital platform located in Luxembourg recruiting 

talents (young or less young). Fast-growing SME, created in 2001, we are specialized in sale of steel shed kit 

buildings. 

 

In full expansion, we are looking for a curious, creative personality who mixes together audacity and tenacity! A 

whole set of different missions await you: From bringing value to products/services to the community management, 

going through graphic design, you will take part in many projects. 

  

 

 

 

 

--- 

#Missions #Objectives 
At a strong growth rate, we recruit #talents with whom we will share our values: #teamspirit #ambition 

#challenge! You will have the following missions: 

 Definition of marketing and communication strategies (SEO, partnerships) in order to increase the 

visibility of our website and stimulate sales 

 Optimize referencing and SEO/SEA, remarketing in different sectors 

 Optimize the presentation of our brand and products on our website (in joint action with our Web 

Agency) 

 Create textual, visuals and video content for our Websites and blogs 

 Create, put online and follow the online and offline campaigns 

 Manage the social media #communitymanagement 

 Keep an eye on our web in order to propose innovative, diversified and dynamic solutions in the social 

media, plan media or development of new projects 

 Reporting of accomplished tasks 

The missions are not limited and will evolve according to the potential and efforts of the candidate (so 

help yourself!) 

 #Profile #skills 
 Ideally with higher education. A first experience in the universe of Web Marketing is highly 

appreciated 

 Knowledge on the following languages: CSS, HTML, Java Script, as well as CMS (Drupal) administration 

is highly appreciated 

 Good Knowledge of French and English (B2/C1). Other languages will be considered as a plus 

 Be curious, autonomous and proactive, capable of understanding the business and implications of the 

company 

 Be creative, follow very closely the updates on the web, willing to bring up new ideas and excellent 

writing skills 

 Be passionate about the Web culture, communication and social media, as well as a good taste for the 

graphic design 

 We look for a serious but also fun profile 

 

 #Advantages 
 Starting date : to be agreed. 

 Bonus : between 650 and 850 Euros according to your profile. 

 Work place : Luxembourg/Bertrange 

 Continuous formation and daily support to succeed in your functions 

 Evolution in an international and dynamic environment 

 Teambuilding and afterwork 

 

 

 

#Interested 
In order to candidate, send an email with your CV and a letter of motivation + your internship dates to the 

following address: talent@group-3s.com (precising the reference Internship in E-Marketing (M/F) and your 

available dates) 
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